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"In Masters, there is a
sense of help all round"
Featuring Preparers & Engineers of Masters Cars
Alistair Bennett
Director of family-run CGA Race Engineering

Alistair Bennett at Sound of Engine, Suzuka

FROM MODERN TO HISTORIC
RACING
Q. Colin Bennett Racing is an historic name itself, your father having
been active in modern racing in the eighties. How did the transition to
historics come about?

I did the
scrutineering,
even though I
was working full
time in aerospace

In the early nineties, Dad went to America to look after a collection of
Porsches. That was his first step into preparing historic cars for racing. He
came back from the US at the same time I came out of university. It was
very much a family business at the time, with my mum and brother Jay
working alongside him, in America. When he got the ASCAR series off the
ground,I did the scrutineering, even though I was working full-time in
aerospace. He was then approached by Peter Sowerby who owned an
Arrows A3 and wanted to run it in FIA Thoroughbred Grand Prix. It proved
to be a fairly troublesome car, and at the end of the season Peter was able
to acquire FW07C/14 – the same car that Nick Padmore drove to win the
championship last year. Peter was quick immediately-he took five wins in
one season. It was a busy season. Dad and I missed a flight back from the
Nürburgring. He said, I can’t carry on with just your brother. So I handed in
my notice and CGA Race Engineering as you see it now was formed!’
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Q. What is the first word that springs to
mind when you think of the other preparers
in the championship: competition or
camaraderie?
There is great camaraderie, and that’s a
wonderful thing. It’s a different
atmosphere from Thoroughbred GP
because there is a sense of help all round.
We will help anybody in the paddock, and
will happily ask for it. You cannot be
arrogant, or you can get undone very
quickly.

Still a family team, with Colin Bennett at Paul Ricard earlier this year

We will help anybody in the
paddock...

Q. What can you remember of your very first Masters event?
We did the odd Grand Prix Masters race to supplement the
calendar, as there was a soft transition ahead of the merger
between TGP and Grand Prix Masters. Our first Masters race
was at Silverstone in April 2010, with Katsuaki Kubota in
Williams FW07/14. Katsu disappeared up the road and won.
Come to think of it, many people were very successful with that
car…
Q. Are your customers in to win it – or just for fun? And how about
yourself?
Naturally everyone wants to do well, particularly if you get to
this level. Ron encourages young drivers into the series, and we
don’t disagree with that, and that does motivate our customers
to improve themselves. We ourselves are only interested in
preparing our cars to a very high standard of engineering, so that
our customers are happy. We would be nothing without our
customers.

Q. Your favourite circuit?
Spa. Yeah, it must be Spa. It’s got
everything. A terrific circuit, a challenge
when it comes to aero thinking, and then
there’s the weather...
Q. Why doesn’t Masters go to…
Our trip to Japan was a great experience,
so I would love a fly-away to the
Australian end of the world…

The very successful Williams FW07C/14

Ron encourages young drivers into the
series...and that motivates our
customers to improve themselves
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CGA Drivers 1-2-3 on the podium at Spa, 2018

We had two clean sweeps
& the fastest lap at spa
Q. Your best day in historic motor racing?
That’s quite recent, actually! Until last September it would
have been nearly clinching the championship twice with Loïc
Deman, a great driver and a terrific customer. But then came
Spa last year. We had two clean sweeps with 1-2-3s and fastest
lap in the FIA Historic Formula One, and also won both
Masters Endurance Legends races, which I thought we would
never achieve. I was so proud of what we had worked for. You
know, it’s really hard work. Look at when Andy Wolfe won the
championship with the Tyrrell back in 2015. That car didn’t
miss a beat all season. We know what it takes to do that. You
really have to be in control of your drawings and your
engineering. At Spa, I was very happy for Christophe too, who
is a wonderful customer, and he’s really come on strong. The
Lola-Aston Martin LMP1 car taught him things about the F1
car too, which we didn’t expect.

Q. And your worst day?
Not in Masters, but I can think of about
three Monacos that were worse than any
challenges in a Masters event! I know the
Grand Prix Historique is an iconic event,
but the schedule is hard, the logistics are
difficult and it’s very easy to hit
something. Oh wait, there’s one – the
Canadian GP support race two years ago.
We had a semi-accident in qualifying with
one car, then the other car had an accident
in the first race, and we had to stay up all
night to fix that. I think we didn’t finish
either race with any car!

Pit stop for the CGA Team at Monza with Christophe’s
Lola Aston Martin

It's about detailed design - we built
the John Barnard-penned Benetton
B191 from scratch
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Q. Some of your people have been with you
for many years. How do you maintain
loyalty?
We try to support everyone, and give
them the best environment. It’s a twoway relationship, so you give them time
to recover after the race and the right
tools to do the job. For instance, we have
our own CAD setup now.

Alistair Bennett preparing a race car with brother Jay Bennett

Early seventies cars are very
difficult...

Q. Best car you ever prepared?
That must be the Williams FW07C. It’s truly a joy to work on, and
responds to feedback very well. Everything about that car is very
well engineered. Then, if it’s about detailed design, I would pick
the John Barnard-penned Benetton B191. We built one from
scratch – any tools in your toolbox won’t fit! In terms of raw
performance, I would pick the Group C Nissan R90C. A very
difficult car to drive, and you have to be on top of the
maintenance. Gear ratios, for instance, will look good from the
outside but will be out of life all the same...

Q. With Masters Endurance Legends,
you’ve sort of returned to modern racing.
What is that like?
It feels really good. It’s a different set of
challenges, but it still forces you to
manufacture, as there are no parts for
them – not even for a car as recent as the
Lola-Aston. But we can do it equally well
at a fraction of the costs. They are longrun cars, so you can concentrate on the
racing and less on the maintenance,
which means that it hasn’t been much of a
step-up for the boys. The only real
difference with the eighties F1 cars is the
electronics, but nothing is scary if you’re
not afraid to ask the right questions. In
the end, it’s all down to enjoyment. If you
don’t enjoy the challenge, what’s the
point of being part of this?

Q. And the car that’s the preparer’s nightmare?
Early-seventies cars are very difficult. It was a period of
transition, with engine power going up and slicks coming on.
There is still a lot of sixties thinking in them, so they are badly
packaged and vulnerable. On the Surtees TS9, it’s a four-hour job
to do the gearbox!
The CGA garage at Spa last year

The only real difference between the
eighties F1 cars (and modern
endurance cars) is the electronics
Interviewer: Mattijs Diepraam
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